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�· Servoy Developer is the "Database Access" component of Servoy. It allows users to create and update data within database
tables. In addition, it also allows developers to manipulate data, specify methods and display data in tabular or graphical formats.
�· SQL �· Advanced User Interface �· Builds on Sybase's ASA SQL dialect �· Open/Save dialogs for data entry �· Email
(SMTP and POP) support �· Export/Import �· Included and third party Plugins �· Integrated Development Environment �·
Servoy Developer can connect to a wide range of database types including: �· Sybase SQL (ASA) �· Oracle, MS SQL, DB/2,
MySQL �· MS Access, ODBC, SQL Server �· Lotus Notes, Domino �· Open/Save Dialogs for data entry �· Support for
Editable/Non-Editable cells �· Support for multiple tables and fields on a single form �· Reporting - Crystal Reports, MS
Reporting, Database Reports �· SSRS �· HTML, XML - can write to these files �· Built-in Security Groups �· Easy Re-
order, Move, Delete and Groups �· Free and commercial plug-ins available �· Built-in support for building of buttons,
textboxes, labels, lines, tables, shapes, charts, images and more �· Developer has full control over the display and how a form
looks like �· Unlimited number of developers (in the license) �· Front-ends can be created in MS Office and MS Publisher as
Servoy plug-ins, embedded using client installer or server deployable �· Servoy Developer uses a standard web-browser based
user interface for ease of use �· Developer can modify data as it is being displayed, as well as being able to print/mail/export
data to file �· Documentation for Designer and Developer �· Servoy Developer includes example-code and documentation for
using the components available �· A tutorial with examples of the various components is included �· Free and commercial
plug-ins available �· Fully scriptable and customizable plug-in system �· Embedded or server deployable �· Servoy Developer
has full control over the display and how a form looks like �· Unlimited number of developers (in the license) �· Front-ends
can be
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SERVOY is an application development and deployment environment heavily focused on database applications. With Servoy
you can build front-ends to databases in minutes - without having to write code. Servoy is designed as a revolutionary rapid
application development (RAD) suite. It combines ease-of-use with enterprise scalability. Servoy's intuitive and easy-to-use
interface allows both professional developers and non-developers to create powerful desktop applications; database front-ends;
data entry; and reporting systems. With Servoy, workgroups no longer need disconnected desktop databases for data entry;
Crystal Reports for reporting; or installation of JDBC or ODBC drivers on each client. Servoy combines all this functionality
into one powerful unified environment - thus saving development time, virtually eliminating end-user deployment hassles, and
lowering both maintenance and support costs. Servoy is an application development and deployment environment used to create
and deploy user-interface applications.Servoy consists of a powerful GUI designer, is fully event-driven and scriptable through
JavaScript to help you build and deploy your SQL database front-end applications much faster than in any other development
environment Here are some key features of "Servoy": Database Access �· Use the free Sybase ASA SQL database or connect
to any SQL-based database (Oracle, MS SQL, DB/2, Mysql, etc) �· Connect to multiple databases and combine (relate/join)
tables for display on a single form (supports multi-key relations) �· All solution design and functionality is stored within a
database (called the repository) providing a clear separation between design, functionality and data (multi-tiered applications)
�· Built-in version control and release management, allowing concurrent development and client use �· Repository-based data
means your solutions can't get "corrupted" like with other development environments �· Database runs on the server (not on the
client) - resulting in high performance, high availability, scalable solutions �· Database transactions can be used in your
solutions �· Two-tier security - at the database level as well as the built-in username + password access control �· Built-in
security groups can be used over multiple solutions �· Built-in support for tracking of user data changes (audit trail);
configurable per table �· Scripting language is standard JavaScript - meaning you don't have to learn a proprietary
programming language �· Advanced script editor 1d6a3396d6
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Servoy is a RAD tool that creates database application front-ends. Servoy integrates with Sybase databases (SAS SQL) and with
any Oracle, MS SQL, or other SQL database. Servoy is based on JavaScript, XML, and Java. Servoy supports SQL transactions,
and supports a strong object-oriented design. Servoy provides a GUI for designing forms, reports, and applications that connect
to databases. You can create solutions in Servoy for desktop, web, or mobile clients. Servoy includes an integrated development
environment. The Servoy engine supports a range of events, and the servoy api allows you to define your own custom events.
Servoy is a RAD tool that's based on Java, JavaScript, XML, and SQL. Sybase ASA is the latest release of the Sybase relational
database management system. It is Sybase's flagship product for the enterprise market. Sybase ASA is a fully integrated
database management system (DBMS). All of the database objects are based on the Sybase ASA SQL language and the
application, configuration, and data dictionary are all accessed through the same SQL language. The tables and views in a
Sybase ASA database are represented as objects in an object oriented programming (OOP) environment. SQL statements are
the operations on these objects. Sybase ASA is suitable for both large and small businesses, and is based on strong industry
standard software development practices. The integrated development environment (IDE) is Servoy. Servoy, like other modern
IDEs, supports HTML, Java, JavaScript, XML, and a wide variety of programming languages. Servoy integrates with Sybase
ASA and other SQL-based databases. It includes an IDE that allows you to design and build applications with intuitive drag and
drop methods. Servoy also allows you to program with the technologies that developers use in other environments. Version 2.0
has been released. The new version has improved the Servoy user interface (UI) and has added several new features, including:
�· OnChange events for data fields �· Form Events �· Can add new style elements to the UI �· Multi-tear key relationships
�· Built in support for encrytion of data using MD5 and RSA technologies �· Built in support for SOAP/WSDL web services
�· Built in support for SQL Transaction �· Can define custom objects that can be used by any solution �· Built in wizards to
help you quickly build forms
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System Requirements For Servoy Developer:

Windows 10 compatible and required. Adobe AIR versions from 19.0.0.125 up to 19.0.0.149 required to install and run the
game. The older versions of Adobe AIR (19.0.0.105, 19.0.0.121, 19.0.0.126 and 19.0.0.130) will work without problems. For
optimal performance, the recommended hardware configuration is: 2-4 GB RAM 8 GB+ RAM Intel Core i5-
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